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1967-1973

• The Oregon program was built incrementally 
and in 20-years it became 404-equivalent.

• Statute adopted that regulated the removal of 
gravel--Designed to protect fish habitat areas.

• State statute amended to require permits for 
the placement of fill in waters; designed to 
protect estuaries.  

• Federal Clean Water Act enacted.



1977-1979

• Statute modified to add intermittent stream 
jurisdiction.  

• **The Oregon Department of Economic 
Development analysis revealed problems with 
the federal program and public confusion about 
duplicate jurisdiction.

• **Clean Water Act amendments allowed states 
to assume the 404 program.

• Wetland jurisdiction added by Attorney General 
opinion that “other bodies of water” included 
freshwater wetlands.



1981-1983

• Sate statute amended to add a requirement 
for mitigation. 

• **Oregon received a pilot grant from EPA to 
develop a 404 program.  

• ** The state and federal programs were 
determined to be equivalent by Oregon DOJ.

• Proposed legislation died in committee



1988

• DSL funded a study on 404 assumption that 
concluded there was too little gain to justify 
the increased costs (nine additional positions 
in three agencies, DSL, DEQ and ODFW—
annual costs $410,000).  

• ** DSL’s regulatory program concluded that 
EPA needed to sweeten the deal by providing 
funding without strict overview and allow the 
state to assume all wetlands.



1989

• The 1988 consensus group’s 
recommendations were enacted in 1989.  

• Key provisions of the legislation included:
– Development of a statewide wetland inventory, 
– Strengthening of state mitigation requirements 

and
– Establishment of standards for wetland 

conservation plans to unite the state removal-fill 
program with local government efforts to protect 
wetlands through comprehensive planning.



1993-1995
• Statute amended to add more protection (50 CY 

exemption deleted) to stream reaches designated 
“essential indigenous anadromous salmonid habitat 
(ESH).”

• **Legislature enacted a provision (HB 2785) requiring 
the Department to apply to EPA to assume the 404 
program and to receive approval by June 30, 1997 or

• DSL would be barred from exercising its permitting 
authority whenever the Corps required an individual 
permit under Section 404. 

• **DSL submitted a complete draft application package 
to EPA in December 1995.



1997

• **No strong consensus for assumption among internal and 
external stakeholders.

• Awareness of the numerous complexities and increased 
costs involved.

• DSL opted to develop draft legislation that would direct it 
to continue to pursue streamlining and would repeal the 
provision reducing the Department’s authority and repeal 
the July 1, 1997 deadline to assume the program.  

• The Department continued down two tracks: continue to 
pursue assumption but also work with the Corps to develop 
an SPGP.



1998-1999

• Also around this time, federal court decisions were creating 
uncertainty around Corps 404 jurisdiction; generally 
reducing its authority.  

• The perception of some applicants was that they would get 
a “better deal” from the Corps than from the state because 
the state’s program was stronger 

• Example, National Mining Association et al. v. U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, 145 F.3d 1399 (D.C. Cir. 1998) which 
invalidated and set-aside the Tulloch Rule). “Incidental 
fallback” was no longer a covered discharge which drew 
into question the Corps’ jurisdiction over removal.



1998-1999 (continued)

• DSL continued to work on 404 legislation with a large 
consensus group while it worked with the Corps to 
develop the Programmatic General Permit (PGP) for 
Douglas and Linn Counties.  The PGP went into effect 
on September 8, 1998 and expired on September 7, 
1999.  

• Some applicants found the PGP to be beneficial, but a 
key weakness is that the PGP did not have a 
programmatic approach to ESA compliance, so the 
Corps continued to process applications the same way.



2001

• **DSL’s work with the stakeholders paid off and 
assumption efforts got a huge boost with the 
passage of SB 172.

• It made all the statutory changes required for 
state program equivalency and it required 
another legislative approval to allow the state to 
assume the 404 program. 

• This latter requirement slowed the momentum.



2005

• **HB 2082 was introduced as part of Governor 
Kulongoski’s streamlining and regulatory reform 
package.  

• This legislation was to have granted final approval 
to DSL to assume administration of the Section 
404 program.

• The bill was referred to House Water Committee, 
but it never received a hearing and died in 
committee due to lack of strong support and 
advocacy on the part of stakeholders. 



2010
• **Breakthrough: EPA announced that it would not conduct 

a an consultation on an assumed program at the time of 
program transfer (December 2010 EPA sent a letter to the 
Environmental Council of the States and ASWM). 

• EPA also said it would not consult on state-issued 404 
permits--in other words; there will be no federal lead 
agency for Section 7 ESA consultation.

• Non-federal applicants may elect to apply for a permit 
under Section 10 of the federal ESA for “incidental” take of 
listed species, or comply with state permit conditions, or 
follow BMPs in applicable programmatic consultations.



2012-2013
• The Department renewed its effort to assume the 404-

program due because of the breakthrough on ESA.

• 404 assumption efforts were put on hold until the close 
of the 2013 Legislative Session (Jan-June).

• Challenges going forward were:
– ESA compliance
– Replacing Section 106 compliance with a state program
– Determining assumable waters and
– Making sure that the program delivers real, tangible 

streamlining for applicants.



2014-Present

2014
EPA, NOAA, USFWS and DSL complete joint report re: ESA 
compliance under 404 assumption
2017
House Agricultural and Land Use Committee identified 
wetland regulation as a priority for further study
2018 
Corps Memo on Clean Water Action Section 404(g) 
waters
Wetland Regulation Work Group formed (continued)



Wetland Regulation Work Group
HB 2436

• 2018 Interim Wetland Regulation Working Group was appointed by House 
Committee on Agriculture and Land Use (HAGLU) and led by Rep. Susan McLain 
and Rep. David Brock-Smith, to prioritize wetland regulatory problems.  

• State assumption of the federal 404 program was one of three high priority issues 
that emerged.

• HB 2436 enacted by the 2019 Legislative Assembly and signed by the Governor on 
August 9, 2019.  

• The other two high priority issues were compensatory mitigation and agricultural 
channel maintenance.  

• The later, also resulted in enacted legislation, Enrolled House Bill 2437 (Chapter 
699) and signed by Governor Kate Brown on August 9, 2019 and accompanied by a 
signing letter of the same date.



Drivers for 404 Assumption

• The demand for housing in communities like Adair 
Village, Albany, Corvallis, Lebanon, Millersburg, 
Harrisburg and Tangent is high, but the supply of 
buildable lots is low due in part to an unpredictable 
regulatory process. 

• This proposed streamlining program will focus on a 
discrete set of development activities on improved or 
unimproved real estate that require dredging, filling, 
grading, paving and/or excavation. 

• Current regulatory environmental protections will 
remain.



Estimated Schedule
• November 2019

– HB 2436 DSL report due to Oregon Legislature
• April 2020 (official)

– EPA publishes draft 404(g) rule proposal in Federal Register
• January 2021 (official)

– EPA publishes final 404(g) rule allowing partial 404 assumption
• June/July 2021            

– Legislature approves statutory language and DSL budget
• 2021

– State submits application to EPA (month unknown currently)
• 2021

– EPA statutorily has 120-days to review application
• 2021/2022

– EPA approves application/DSL begins issuing State 404 permits
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